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Grade Pre-K−2 Activities
Thank you for choosing Under Construction: Building Careers exhibition for your class field trip experience.
Choose from these activities to expand upon and reinforce your students’ learning. The activities and worksheets below can be adapted to meet your students’ interests and abilities.
Activities are organized by: Before Your Visit, During Your Visit, and Back in the Classroom.
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Before Your Visit
A book, a photo or picture, an experience, an event or an object are great ways to introduce a unit for study. The
use of open-ended questioning can stimulate broader thinking and interest in a topic and gives everyone a
chance to contribute to a class discussion.
Read to your class before your visit to the museum. Choose one of the books listed below, one of the other
books from the resources list in the front matter of the Educator Guide, or one of your own choosing. Your
school or local librarian can help you select a book which matches the objectives for your unit. In addition to
the glossary in the front matter of this educator guide, some common vocabulary words of special interest to
early childhood are listed below.
Suggested Books
The Construction Crew, by Lynn Meltzer, Carrie Eko-Burgess
Grade level – pre-K – 2
The construction gang is tearing down an old building and laying the foundation for a new
home. Workers use all kinds of trucks and tools to get the job done. And just in time for a
family to move in!
Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site by Sherri Duskey Rinker
Grade level – pre-K and up
A #1 New York Times bestseller.
As the sun sets behind the big construction site, all the hardworking trucks get ready to say
goodnight. One by one, Crane Truck, Cement Mixer, Dump Truck, Bulldozer, and Excavator
finish their work and lie down to rest—so they'll be ready for another day of rough and tough
construction play!
B is for Bulldozer by June Sobel, Melissa Iwai
Ages 4 – 8
Get ready for a ride through the alphabet at a busy construction site. There's a big yellow
Bulldozer, a tall shiny Crane, a rusty red Dump truck--and the construction crew is hard at
work. But what are they building?

Dreaming UP: A Celebration of Building by Christy Hale
K–3
A clever introduction to architecture. Each spread shows children playing on one side and a
photograph of a famous building on the other. The children, done with watercolor in a fairly
standard illustrative style, are pictured working with toys that mirror the form of the featured
buildings.
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Safety:
Boots
Caution Tape
Ear protection
Gloves
Goggles
Hard Hat
Rain Gear
Safety vest
Walkie Talkies
Construction Materials:
Bricks
Cement
Metal
Wood
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Common Construction Vehicles:
Back hoe
Bull dozer
Cement mixer
Crane
Dump truck
Construction Tools
Jackhammer
Ladder
Shovel
Tape measure
Tool belt
Trowel
General:
Construction site
Crew

During Your Visit/Program
Ask your chaperones to help guide your students in an exploration of safety equipment, simulated building materials and tools. Children can work together to build a structure, work on simple patterning and manipulate
pipes and wires as they explore plumbing and simple circuitry. You may choose, especially for children in
grades 1 or 2, to have students use some of the journals during their visit.
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Name: ___________________________________

Date: ___________________

Construction Journal: Safety

Get dressed for
today’s job!

Circle which would be better to wear on a construction job.
or

or

or

or

Name: ___________________________________

Date: ___________________

Construction Journal: Be a Plumber

Draw how to connect the pipes.
Sink

Hot

Drain

Cold
P Trap

HotCold

FloorDrain

Name: ___________________________________

Date: ___________________

Construction Journal: Be an Electrician

Draw how you connected the wires.
Circle the elements that you made work.

Fan
Light

Panel Box
Breakers

Door
Bell

Junction
Box

Kindle

Night
Light

Name: ___________________________________

Date: ___________________

Construction Journal: Electricians Use Math

Use the measuring tool to answer the following:

How long is the longest wire? _______________cm

How long is the shortest wire? ______________cm

How much longer is the longest _____________ cm
wire than the shortest wire?

Name: ___________________________________

Date: ___________________

Construction Journal: Be a Tile Setter

Make a fun pattern with black and white planks and
draw your pattern below.

Draw how to complete the patterns two different ways:
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Name: ___________________________________

Construction Journal: Be a Bricklayer

How many bricks do you
need to go around
the bottom of the whole
house?
_________ big
_________ small

How many bricks do you
need to coverone side?
_________ big
_________ small

Date: ___________________
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Back in the Classroom
Upon returning to the classroom, there are many activities you can do to support your exploration of the construction theme. This unit has the potential for rich and rewarding experiences for
the young learner. We offer the following suggestions for follow- up activities for you to consider as you explore the world of construction in your classroom.
Math
Patterns


Make patterns with fabric shapes, beads, sticks, etc.



Discover patterns in nature (beehives, spider webs, plants, animal coverings, shells)



Discover patterns in everyday life (roads, walkways, buildings, dishware, car or shoe
treads, clothing)



Paint with rubber toy wheels or use rubber cars and trucks to make patterns

Geometry


Explore geometric shape puzzles or Tangrams to build math patterning skills.

Measurement


Engage students in mixing and pouring activities (aka cement mixer)



Challenge students to measure everyday objects around them with rulers or with toys
such as unit blocks or Legos-. For example, the water fountain is 12 Lego blocks tall
or the chalk board is 25 unit blocks long.



Set up classroom pulleys to experiment with weighing and lifting
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Invite someone in the construction trades, an architect, or an engineer to visit the class
for a presentation.



Make structures with wood pieces, nuts and bolts and glue



Build structures using recycled materials. You may choose to leave this activity openended or give older children parameters to guide them.



Use paper cups to construct towers.



Use Styrofoam, golf tees and plastic hammers to practice hammering.
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Literacy


Have children make books on construction-related trades: "If I was a carpenter, a
plumber, an architect, or a mason... " Have children dictate their words or write their
own story



Have children make "construction" signs for the classroom.



Get donations of safety equipment like vests and goggles to add to dramatic play.

Art

Science


Work with ramps in the block area.



Explore simple physics using toy construction vehicles (levers, pulleys, gears).

General
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Walk around your neighborhood or inside your school to look for unique architectural
features and structures.



Make a chart or matching game of construction trades and the tools they use.
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